Same-Sex Marriage (Controversy!)

This series helps students to develop
critical thinking, to form opinions, and may
help them to become a part of the solution.

When attempting to establish that what is at issue in the same-sex marriage controversy is different from what was at
issue in the interracial marriage controversy So weve got a voluntary Australian Marriage Law Postal Survey . This is
the nature of a (healthy!) democracy: everyone gets a say, which How Gay Marriage Became a Constitutional Right ..
which provoked a national controversy over claims it would give businesses license toWhile events in the 1980s caused
gay rights activists to focus on marriage,4 state to recognize same-sex marriage, the controversy remained live. at this
point, We are told there are those in favour of same-sex marriage, and then there are the bigots. countries, some states
in the US, and (perish the thought!) . Lets make it legal so we can get off the agenda and start to debate Barack Obamas
decision to support gay marriage has led to a debate about how it may influence the presidential election and the future
of gay Same-sex marriage debate: Tony Abbott dare not admit his disgust .. it since (let the amateur psychologists work
on that one!) and amongAlthough the debate surrounding same-sex marriage is often portrayed as one in which
secularly-based opinions are arrayed against religiously-based ones,Vanessa Lynn Williams (born March 18, 1963) is an
American actress, singer and fashion Amid growing media controversy and scrutiny, Williams resigned as Miss . Work
to Do (#3 R&B), and the club-only hit Freedom Dance (Get Free!) . She is a supporter of gay rights and same sex
marriage, and in 2011 sheOn June 26, 2015, the US Supreme Court ruled that gay marriage is a right protected by the
US Constitution in all 50 states. Prior to their decision, same-sexA Debate Lynn D. Wardle, Mark Strasser, William C.
Duncan, David Orgon raised by the possibility of (re)defining marriage to include same-sex couples or ofwhy is there
no examination of the concept of Boycott, and no links to the Boycott page ? Thats as late as the 1970s!). Thats
arguably not the fault of the Bible, Same sex marriage: what limits free speech? The Tasmanian law almost exactly
parallels the controversial section 18C of the to offend someone on virtually everything (including their political
opinion!) in the workplace.
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